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Antib
body: A protein molecule pro
oduced by the immune system
m in response to a foreign boddy, such as virrus or a transplaanted organ.
HLA
A stands for Hum
man Leukocytte Antigen. HL
LA antigens aree substances, ussually a proteinn, found on thee surface of ourr cells that
stimuulate the producction of antibodies.
h a letter and a number such as A2 or B23.
Thesee antigens are referred to with
A make-up is un
nique. You inhherit it from youur parents. If something foreiign is introduceed into your boody, your
Each person’s HLA
immuune system recoognizes the forreign intruder and mounts an antibody attacck against it. Inn the case of ann organ transpllant, the body
will recognize the HLA antigens on the transplannted organ as not being the saame as its ownn, and form speecific antibodiees against thosee
particcular HLA antiigens.
wo main reasonns:
HLA is important inn organ transpllantation for tw
planted organ (eg, kidney, paancreas, heart, lung, liver, andd intestine) beccause the recipiient’s immune
First, a body may reeject any transp
system
m recognizes the
t organ as forreign and initiaates a rejectionn response (thiss can be in the form of antiboody production)) which could
eventtually destroy the organ.
Patiennts receive antii-rejection drug
gs after a transsplant to prevennt antibodies frrom forming.
me patients havve already deveeloped antiboddies to specific HLA antigenss. For examplee,
Seconnd, because of previous mediical events, som
if a caandidate has deeveloped a speecific antibody to the HLA anntigen A2, that person is said to be “sensitizzed” to the A2 antigen. If a
donorr organ that dissplayed the A2
2 antigen were placed
p
in that candidate, therre may be an im
mmediate rejecction response (a hyperacutee
respoonse) which woould lead to thee rejection of the
t transplantedd organ.
Now for the good news
It is not easy to becoome sensitized
d to human HLA
A antigens. Most people waiting for a trannsplant (aroundd 80%) are not sensitized.
Patiennts can becomee sensitized to HLA antigens because of:

Pregnancies. About 30-50% of women withh three or more pregnancies will develop HL
LA antibodies. In some women the
antibodies coulld be present fo
or just a short time (weeks to months), while in others theyy may persist for many yearss.

Blood transfusiions. About 50% of patients who receive multiple transfussions will deveelop antibodiess. Today, most patients who
require blood trransfusions recceive filtered blood, which deecreases the chhances for a pattient to becomee sensitized.

Previous transpplant. About 90
0% of patients develop HLA antibodies withhin two weeks of a failed graaft. However, by the time the
patient is relisteed (some will have “lost” theeir antibodies.

Viral/bacterial infections. Theere are some reeports that patients with viruss infections devvelop HLA anttibodies, althouugh this is
relatively rare.
Whatt is PRA?
PRA stand for Paneel Reactive Anttibodies. In ordder to determinne whether or not a patient alrready has any specific HLA antibodies, a
lab sppecialist will teest a patient’s blood (serum) against lymphoocytes (white blood cells) obttained from a panel of about 100 blood
donorrs. These 100 donors represen
nt the potentiall HLA makeupp for a donor frrom that area. Percent PRA (%PRA) is the number of
reactiions within thaat panel. If a caandidate’s serum
m does not reaact with any of the donor sam
mples, the candiidate is not sennsitized and hass
a PRA
A of 0. If a canndidate’s serum
m reacts in 80 out of 100 sam
mples, the patiennt has a PRA of 80%. Theorretically, that means that if a
donorr becomes avaiilable from thaat donor pool, the recipient woould experiencce acute rejection 8 out of 10 times. That paatient might
have to wait a very long time untill a compatible donor becomees available. Thhis is why the kidney allocation algorithm gives patients
with a PRA of 80% or higher, 4 ad
dditional pointts.

Why we need to refine PRA?
There’s a problem with PRA. We might know that a patient will have a reaction 80% of the time, but we don’t know what they are
reacting to. However, technology has advanced to the point that in most cases the specificity of an antibody produced by a patient can
be identified. For example, a patient could develop antibodies to A2 and A24. In this case A2 and A24 may be considered
unacceptable antigens (mismatches) for this patient. If the patient were transplanted with a kidney that had A2 and/or A24, it could
be rejected hyperacutely. Transplant centers enter these unacceptable antigens for their candidates. That way a potential donor with the
unacceptable antigen will not even be considered for that candidate. Entering unacceptable antigens for candidates increases the
efficiency of organ allocation by screening off incompatible donors.
What is CPRA?
We also know the number of times A2 and A24 appear in our national donor pool. This means we can calculate the likelihood that the
recipient and donor would be incompatible. This would be known as the CPRA or the Calculated Panel Reactive Antibodies. The
system will calculate the CPRA using the unacceptable values that have been entered for a candidate. To determine the CPRA value,
the computer system will use an established formula and HLA frequencies derived from the HLA types found in more than 12,000
donors.
When a transplant coordinator enters the unacceptable antigens for a patient, the CPRA calculator automatically calculates the CPRA
value. Whenever a transplant coordinator updates a patient’s unacceptable antigens, the system will automatically recalculate the
value. Candidates with a CPRA value of 80% or higher will receive points in the kidney allocation formula.

